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The paper gives an unified formalism that encompasses the two most common mesh adaptation strategies:
Hessian-based and goal-oriented. The first one is based on the control of the interpolation error of a solution
field. The second one relies on the control of the approximation error of a scalar-output functional. Both
of them have been widely used in aeronautics and derived in an anisotropic context by using a metric-based
approach. If Hessian-based mesh adaptation is completely generic, it does not account for discretization error
of the PDE at hand, contrary to the goal-oriented approach. The scope of this paper is to extend metric-
based mesh adaptation to control a norm of the approximation error. This allows us to control simultaneously
multiple functionals of interest as lift, drag, moment, without the need to solve multiple adjoint states. The
procedure is based on the derivation of a corrector term that is then used as a functional for adjoint based-
mesh adaptation. The estimate is derived within the continuous mesh framework, yielding naturally a fully
anisotropic estimate.

Introduction

Adaptive methods in aeronautics have been used for many different purposes. The first one is generally to improve
the prediction of complex phenomena (sonic-boom, contact discontinuity, blast, vortices, . . . ) while minimizing the
CPU cost. Then, it may be used to guarantee the optimal (second) order of convergence of the numerical scheme,
especially when discontinuities (shocks waves) are present in the flow field.28 In addition, adaptivity is also concerned
with the assessment of the numerical solution. We distinguish the following class of adaptive methods according to
these purposes.

A first set of methods is based on the minimization of the interpolation error of one or several sensors depending on
the CFD solution.2, 7, 14, 15, 21, 29, 39 Given a numerical solutionWh, a solution of higher regularityRh(Wh) is recovered,
so that the following interpolation error estimate8, 26 hold:

‖Rh(Wh)−ΠhRh(Wh)‖Lp ≤ N− 2
3

(∫
Ω

det
(
|HRh(Wh)|

) p
2p+3

) 2p+3
3p

where HRh(Wh) is the Hessian of the recovered solution and N an estimate of the desired number of nodes. If
anisotropic mesh prescription is naturally deduced in this context, interpolation-based methods do not take into ac-
count the features of the PDE. However, in some simplified context and assumptions (elliptic PDE, specific recovery
operator), we have:

‖W −Wh‖ ≤
1

1− α
‖Rh(Wh)−ΠhRh(Wh)‖ with α > 1 ,

so that good convergence to the exact solution may be observed.28 Indeed, if Rh(Wh) is a better approximate of W in
the following meaning:

‖W −Wh‖ ≤
1

1− α
‖Rh(Wh)−Wh‖ where 0 ≤ α < 1,
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and if the reconstruction operator Rh has the property:

ΠhRh(Wh) = Wh,

we can then bound the approximation error of the solution by the interpolation error of the reconstructed function
Rh(Wh):

‖W −Wh‖ ≤
1

1− α
‖Rh(Wh)−ΠhRh(Wh)‖ .

Note that from a practical point of view,Rh(Wh) is never recovered, only its first and second derivatives are estimated.
Standard recovery techniques include least-square, L2-projection, green formula or the Zienkiewicz-Zhu recovery
operator.

A second set of methods tends to couple adaptivity with the assessment of the numerical prediction of the flow.
Goal-oriented optimal methods20, 22, 27, 36, 40 aims at minimizing the error committed on the evaluation of a scalar func-
tional. An usual functional is the observation of the pressure field on an observation surface γ:

|j(W )− jh(Wh)| with j(W ) =

∫
γ

(
p− p∞
p∞

)2

,

where W and Wh are the solution and the numerical solution of the compressible Euler equation, respectively. They
do take into account the features of the PDE, through the use of an adjoint state that gives the sensitivity of W
to the observed functional j. In order to solve the goal-oriented mesh optimization problem, an a priori analysis
has been introduced4, 24 which restricts to the main asymptotic term of the local error. If a super-convergence of
|j(W ) − jh(Wh)| may be observed in some cases,18, 19 goal-oriented optimal methods are specialized for a given
output, and in particular do not provide a convergent solution field. Indeed, the convergence of ‖W −Wh‖ is not
predicted. In addition, if the observation of multiple functionals is possible (by means of multiple adjoint states), the
optimality of the mesh and the convergence properties of the approximation error may be lost.

In each case, the aforementioned adaptive strategies address specifically one goal. Consequently, it is still a
challenge to find an adaptive framework that encompass all the desired requirements: anisotropic mesh prescription,
asymptotic optimal order of convergence, assessment of the convergence of the numerical solution to the continuous
one, control of multiple functionals of interest, . . . This paper is a contribution with a first attempt to formally predict
all the different requirements. Our approach is based on the design of a norm-oriented optimal method, which takes
into account the PDE features, and produces an approximate solution field which does converge to the exact one. This
is done by estimating a residual term ΠhW −Wh. This term naturally arise when the functional of interest is the
norm ‖ΠhW −Wh‖L2 . The estimate is then used as a functional with the standard goal-oriented approach. To do so,
we derive some correctors that estimate the implicit error. We also discuss the two standard strategies with a priori
and a posteriori estimates. Contrary to the goal-oriented mesh adaptation, the functional may be now any function of
approximation error. Consequently, we can observed functional of interest that is the difference between the exact and
the numerical solutions. In addition, multiple functional of interest can be observed simultaneously. For instance, the
norm-functional can be:

(drag(W )− drag(Wh))2 + (lift(W )− lift(Wh))2.

By linearizing the right-hand side (RHS), we see that the estimate (corrector) for the norm-functional depends only of
ΠhW −Wh and produces only one RHS for the goal-oriented estimation.

The paper is organized as follows. Section I briefly recalls the considered PDE and the numerical discretization. In
Section II, the Hessian-based multiscale and the goal-oriented error estimates are recalled, then a new norm-oriented
error analysis is derived formally. The norm-oriented mesh adaptation uses correctors to estimate the approxima-
tion error, Section III proposes two approaches for the case of the compressible Euler equations within a linear and
non linear setting. Finally, Section IV applies the proposed corrector and the norm-oriented adaptation to 3D CFD
problems.
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I. Flow solver models

I.A. Flow equations

The compressible Euler equations for mass, momentum and energy conservation reads (with no source terms):

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 ,

∂(ρu)

∂t
+∇ · (ρu⊗ u) +∇p = 0,

∂(ρe)

∂t
+∇ · ((ρe+ p)u) = 0,

where ρ denotes the density, u the velocity, e the total energy per mass and p the pressure. This system can be rewritten
under vectorial form:

Wt + F1(W )x + F2(W )y + F3(W )z = 0,

where W is the non-dimensioned conservative variables vector:

W = (ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE)T

F(W ) = (F1(W ), F2(W ), F3(W )) are the convective (Euler) flux functions:

F1(W ) = (ρu, ρu2 + p, ρuv, ρuw, u(ρE + p))T

F2(W ) = (ρv, ρuv, ρv2 + p, ρvw, v(ρE + p))T

F3(W ) = (ρw, ρuw, ρvw, ρw2 + p, w(ρE + p))T .

A weak formulation of this system writes for W ∈ V =
[
H1(Ω)

]5
as follows:

∀φ ∈ V, (Ψ(W ) , φ) =

∫
Ω

∇φ · F(W ) dΩ +

∫
Γ

φ F̄(W ).n dΓ = 0, (1)

where Γ is the boundary of the computational domain Ω, n the outward normal to Γ and the boundary flux F̂ contains
the boundary conditions.

I.B. Spatial discretization

Equation (1) is discretized by a vertex-centered upwind finite-volume formulation applied to unstructured tetrahedra
meshes. The interested reader is invited to find a detailed presentation in.2, 33 To carry out the variational analysis, it is
interesting to present the finite-volume formulation as a stabilization of the Galerkin approximation.

LetH be a mesh of Ω composed of tetrahedra. We denote by Ωh and Γh the linear approximate of Ω and Γ defined
byH. Let us introduce the following approximation space:

Vh =
{
φh ∈ V ∩ C0

∣∣ φh|K is affine ∀K element ofH
}
.

The interpolation operator of the previous section is chosen as the usual P1 operator:

Πh : V ∩ C0 → Vh and ∀ Pi vertex ofH we have Πhϕ(xi) = ϕ(xi).

The weak discrete formulation writes:

∀φh ∈ Vh, (Ψh(Wh) , φh) = 0,

(Ψh(Wh) , φh) =

∫
Ωh

∇φh · Fh(Wh) dΩh +

∫
Γh

φhF̄h(Wh).n dΓh = 0

Fh = ΠhF ; F̄h = ΠhF̄ . (2)

Taking as in Relation (2) the P1-interpolation of the fluxes Fh as a discretization principle produces a finite-element
scheme which is identical to the central-differenced finite-volume scheme built on the so-called median dual cells. In
practice, this family of Mixed-Element-Volume schemes cannot be used in a non-dissipative purely centered version.
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In,11, 34 MUSCL versions are described and analyzed. For our analysis, we consider that the scheme under study is
enriched with artificial stabilisation terms. We write this as follows:

∀φh ∈ Vh,
∫

Ωh

∇φh · Fh(Wh) dΩh +

∫
Γh

φhF̄h(Wh).n dΓh = −
∫

Ωh

φhDh(Wh)dΩh, (3)

According to,34 the diffusion term is of higher order as soon as it is applied to the interpolation of a smooth enough
field W on a sufficiently regular mesh:

|
∫

Ωh

φhDh(Wh)dΩh| ≤ h3K(W )|φh|L2 .

As a result, the dissipation term is neglected in the remaining analysis.

It is now useful to introduce the linearized operators A (resp. Ah) expressed in terms of Jacobians of F and F̄
computed at W (resp. Fh and F̄h computed at Wh):

∀W ∈ V , ∀δW ∈ V , A(W )δW ∈ (V )′ and ∀φ ∈ V,

(A(W )δW , φ) =

∫
Ω

∇φ · ∂F
∂W

(W )(δW ) dΩ +

∫
Γ

φ
∂F̄(W )

∂W
(δW ).n dΓ = 0 (4)

∀Wh ∈ Vh , ∀δWh ∈ Vh , Ah(Wh)δWh ∈ (Vh)′ and ∀φh ∈ Vh,

(Ah(Wh)δWh , φh) =

∫
Ωh

∇φh ·
∂Fh
∂W

(Wh)(δWh) dΩh +

∫
Γh

φh
∂F̄h(Wh)

∂W
(δWh).n dΓh = 0 . (5)

A and Ah are assumed to be invertible. We use in the sequel the notations A−1RHS and A−1
h RHSh for the results

of solving the corresponding systems with RHS and RHSh as right-hand sides.

II. Formal error analysis within the continuous mesh framework

The norm oriented approach is based on previous developments on anisotropic (Hessian-based) and goal-oriented
mesh adaptation. In these two cases, the anisotropic mesh prescription (orientations and sizes) is given in a close form.
Each of them are tightly related to interpolation error: on the solution field for Hessian-based methods, and the Euler
fluxes for the goal-oriented approach. We first recall formally the derivation of these estimates in the continuous mesh
framework. It leads to the definition of two kernels (interpolation and goal oriented) providing the optimal mesh. The
norm-oriented approach is a combination of these kernels along with the derivation of a solution corrector. In this
section, we focus on controlling the implicit error Πhu − uh. Controlling the approximation error will consists in
controlling the implicit error (corrector) and the interpolation error terms simultaneously as :

u− uh = u−Πhu + Πhu− uh.

Note that the implicit error can be seen as a point-wise error between the exact solution and the numerical one.
Whereas, the interpolation error can be seen as geometric deviation between the continuous solution and its P1 repre-
sentation on the mesh. Knowing the numerical scheme and the PDE at hand is then mandatory.

II.A. Continuous mesh framework formalism

We use in the sequel the continuous mesh framework to drive our analysis. In,25 we prove that any mesh can be
represented by a continuous Riemannian metric field M. The link between continuous mesh and discrete mesh is
based on the unit mesh concept.16 Given a Riemannian metric fieldM, a unit-mesh is a mesh having:

for all edges of e = AB, `M(e) =

∫ 1

0

√
tABM((1− t)A+ tB)AB dt ∈

[
1√
2
,
√

2

]
,

for all elements K, |K|M ≈
√

2

12
.

(6)
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From a practical point of view, generating an anisotropic unit meshHwith respect toM requires to use any anisotropic
mesh generators, see5, 9, 10, 13, 17, 22, 23, 29, 35, 38 in 3D. Conversely, given a mesh H, the following metric field is a contin-
uous representative ofH:

MP = exp

(∑
P∈K |K| ln(MK)∑

P∈K |K|

)
,

where P is a vertex of H andMK is the unique metric of element K, and |K| the volume of K. Consequently, if
uh denotes a discrete quantity computed on a given mesh, we use equivalently the notation uM, that represents the
same quantities represented on any unit mesh with respect toM. In the case of the interpolation error, there is a strict
equivalence between continuous u − πMu and discrete interpolation error u − Πhu, see.26 The parametrization of a
mesh byM instead of h is advantageous for a priori analysis with anisotropic mesh. Indeed, it exists also quantities
of interest as the density, anisotropic ratios, differentiation that are well defined onM.

II.B. Hessian-based multiscale adaptation

Let us consider a mesh H which is unit for a metricM, in other words,M is a continuous model of H. A Hessian-
based adaptation relies on the choice of a sensor u depending on the state variable W . According to the continuous
mesh theory,25, 26 the P1 interpolation error u − Πhu can be expressed in terms of second derivatives of u, i.e., the
Hessian Hu of u, and of metricM:

|u−Πhu| ≡ |u− πMu| = trace(M− 1
2 |Hu|M−

1
2 ), (7)

where |Hu| is derived fromHu by taking the absolute value of the eigenvalues. The above expression is the continuous
approximation of the P1 interpolation error. Minimizing ‖u − Πhu‖L1(Ωh) for a given number N of vertices can be
recast in the continuous setting as minimizing ‖u − πMu‖L1(Ω) for a complexity C(M) = N where calculus of
variation is available. The complexity C ofM is the continuous counter part of the number of vertices. Solving this
optimization problem provides an optimal interpolation-based metric (continuous mesh):

Mopt
L1 (u) = arg min

C(M)=N

trace(M− 1
2HuM−

1
2 ) .

The expression of the optimal continuous mesh is:

Mopt
L1 (u) =

N∫
Ω

(det |Hu|)
1
3

(det |Hu|)−
1
3 |Hu| . (8)

The first term of the RHS is a global normalization term set to obtain a continuous mesh with complexity N and
(det |Hu|)−

1
3 is a local normalization taking into account the sensitivity of the L1 norm. Note that expressing the

continuous interpolation error for the optimal metric, Relation (8), shows that second-order convergence is obtained
for smooth sensor.26 The approach can be extended to non-smooth sensor and still recovers the second-order con-
vergence.12, 28 Relation (8) defines analytically the optimal metric (or continuous mesh). In practice, computing the
optimal metric is done approximatively, i.e. in a discrete context with a couple (mesh,solution) denoted (H,Wh), and
iteratively through the following fixed point algorithm. The Hessian of sensor u is replaced by a numerical sensor of
higher regularity Rh(uh) computed from the numerical sensor uh using any recovery techniques.

Algorithm 1 Hessian-based multiscale adaptation

1. Compute state Wh on meshH

2. Compute sensor uh = u(Wh) and Rh(uh)

3. Compute optimal metricMopt
L1 (Rh(uh))

4. Generate a new adapted meshH which is unit for metricMopt
L1 (Rh(uh))

5. If not converge, goto 1.

For the remaining analysis, it is useful to introduce the kernel function KL1 that gives the optimal metric for the
P1 interpolation error in L1 norm as a function of the Hessian of u instead of u directly:

Mopt
L1 (u) = KL1(|Hu|) . (9)
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Indeed, for goal-oriented and norm-oriented analysis the kernel will be applied to more complex Hessian functions.

II.C. Goal-oriented adaptation

The Hessian-based multiscale adaptation is geometric thus generic and does not take into account the PDE from which
W is obtained. On the contrary, the goal-oriented analysis relies on the considered PDE. According to Relations (1)
and (3), we assume that solution W and numerical solution Wh verify:∫

Ω

φ divF(W ) + BI = 0 and
∫

Ωh

φh divFh(Wh) + BIh = 0, (10)

where BI and BIh are boundary integrals, and the discrete fluxes are simply:

Fh(·) = ΠhF(Πh(·)).

The goal-oriented analysis relies on the minimization of the error committed on a scalar output functional j. We
assume j to be smooth enough such that j can be observed through its Taylor expansion:

j(W ) ≈ j(Wh) + (
∂j

∂W
(W ),W −Wh)

which leads to:

j(W )− j(Wh) ≈ (
∂j

∂W
(W ),W −Wh) = (ggo,W −Wh). (11)

We recall in short the main result of the analysis given in Loseille et al.27 Introducing the adjoint state W ∗go defined by
W ∗go = (A−1)∗ggo ≡ A−∗ggo, we have:

(ggo,Wh −W ) ≤
∫

Ωh

|∇W ∗go| |F(W )−ΠhF(W )| dΩh +

∫
Γh

|W ∗go| |(F̄(W )−ΠhF̄(W )).n| dΓh. (12)

If the boundary terms are neglected, it simplifies to

|j(W )− j(Wh)| ≈ (|∇W ∗go|, |F(W )−ΠhF(W )|). (13)

Similarly to the previous section, from the continuous mesh theory, we get:

(|∇W ∗go|, |F(W )−ΠhF(W )|) ≡ (|∇W ∗go|, |F(W )− πMF(W )|) = trace(M−1/2 |∇W ∗go| · |HF(W )|M−1/2) ,

whereM is a metric field representing the current mesh. Then, minimizing the approximation error on functional j in
L1 norm is equivalent to solve the optimization problem:

Mopt
go = arg min

C(M)=N

trace(M−1/2 |∇W ∗go| · |HF(W )|M−1/2) ,

and |∇W ∗go| · |HF(W )| is a positive combination of symmetric matrices. Similarly to the Hessian-based error analysis
where the optimal metric is given by Relation (8) and the kernel definition (9), we get:

Mopt
go (W ) = KL1(|∇W ∗go| · |HF(W )|) = KL1(|∇(A−∗ggo)| · |HF(W )|). (14)

Note that if we want to observe many output functionals, several adjoints must be evaluated. In addition, if we
want to minimize the norm of the approximation error, the above analysis cannot be applied directly.

Relation (14) gives a continuous expression of the optimal continuous mesh. In a discrete context, all the continu-
ous quantities are evaluated on the current mesh. We use iterative Algorithm 2 to converge to the optimal solution.
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Algorithm 2 Goal-oriented adaptation

1. Compute state Wh on meshH

2. Compute adjoint state W ∗go,h using ggo,h =
∂j

∂W
(Wh) and Rh(Fh(Wh))

3. Compute optimal metricMopt
go (Wh) = KL1(|∇W ∗go,h| · |HRh(Fh(Wh))|)

4. Generate a new adapted meshH which is unit for metricMopt
go (Wh)

5. If not converge, goto 1.

II.D. Norm-oriented adaptation

We are now interested in the minimization of a semi-norm such as:

‖L(W )− L(Wh)‖2L2(Ωh)

where L is given vector or scalar valued operator. Linearizing L using a Taylor expansion, we have:(
L(W )− L(Wh), L(W )− L(Wh)

)
≈
(
∂L

∂W
(W )(W −Wh),

∂L

∂W
(W )(W −Wh)

)
.

Introducing the adjoint operator
(
∂L

∂W

)∗
, we can rewrite:

(
L(W )−L(Wh), L(W )−L(Wh)

)
≈
((

∂L

∂W
(W )

)∗(
∂L

∂W
(W )

)
(W −Wh), (W −Wh)

)
= (gno, (W −Wh)) .

Now, we apply the goal-oriented analysis to minimize (gno, (W −Wh)), that leads to the optimal norm-oriented
metric:

Mopt
no (W ) = KL1(|∇(A−∗gno)| · |HF(W )|) = KL1(|∇W ∗no| · |HF(W )|) . (15)

where W ∗no = A−∗gno. Here, the main difficulty is to evaluate gno. Indeed, contrary to the goal-oriented case, gno
depends on the approximation error W −Wh and not only on the solution W . Consequently, it is necessary to derive
an estimate of W −Wh, this is done by the computation of a corrector, see Section III.

Now, let us give two examples. The simplest one is to consider the L2 norm of the approximation error:

‖W −Wh‖2L2(Ωh) .

In this particular case,
∂L

∂W
(W ) is the identity and gno reduces to the corrector itself (W −Wh). A second example

is controlling the approximation on the pressure p in L2 norm:

‖p− ph‖2L2(Ωh) ,

and we have
∂p

∂W
(W ) = (γ − 1)

(
u2

2
,−u,−v,−w, 1

)
and

(
∂p

∂W
(W )

)∗(
∂p

∂W
(W )

)
= (γ − 1)2


u4

4
−uu2

2
−v u2

2
−w u2

2
u2

2

−uu2

2
u2 −uv −uw −u

−v u2

2
−uv v2 −vw −v

−w u2

2
−uw −vw w2 −w

u2

2
−u −v −w 1

 .

Another example is to combine several scalar output functionals:

(drag(W )− drag(Wh))2 + (lift(W )− lift(Wh))2.
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In that case,
∂L

∂W
acts like a trace operator and

(
∂L

∂W

)∗
is a lifting by zero operator, i.e., it sets non-boundary values

to zero.

In practice, all the continuous quantities are evaluated on the current mesh, so does the corrector. An iterative
Algorithm 3 is again considered to converge to the optimal solution.

Algorithm 3 Norm-oriented adaptation

1. Compute state Wh on meshH

2. Compute an approximation gno,h of W −Wh

3. Compute adjoint state W ∗no,h and Rh(Fh(Wh))

4. Compute optimal metricMopt
no (Wh) = KL1(|∇W ∗no,h| · |HRh(Fh(Wh))|)

5. Generate a new adapted meshH which is unit for metricMopt
no (Wh)

6. If not converge, goto 1.

III. Correctors for the compressible Euler equations

III.A. Corrector in a linear setting

In order to apply the previous analysis to the set of Euler equations, we use again the Finite-Volume / Galerkin
equivalence as stated in Section I.B. The numerical and continuous solutions of the Euler equations are given by
Equations (10).

A POSTERIORI ESTIMATE. To build the a posteriori estimate, we combine these equations:∫
Ωh

φ div(F(W )−F(Wh)) + BI = −
∫

Ωh

φ divF(Wh) +

∫
Ωh

φh divFh(Wh) + BIh

By using a Taylor expansion of F , we get:∫
φ div

∂F
∂W

δW = −
∫
φ divF(Wh) +

∫
φh divFh(Wh),

where δW is the implicit error δW = ΠhW −Wh By using the Green formula, we obtain:∫
φ div

∂F
∂W

δW = +

∫
F(Wh)∇φ−

∫
Fh(Wh)∇φh. (16)

In practice we take φh = 0, then we discretise. Note that BI terms remain. In contrast to the elliptic case, the RHS
will not be zero when φ is replaced by φh. To use this estimate, we assume we can recover fromWh a smooth solution
Rh(Wh) enjoying the following properties

1. Rh(Wh) is smooth,

2. Rh(Wh) interpolates Wh in the sense that ΠhRh(Wh) = Wh.

We can build a quadratic representation of Rh(Wh) from Wh. The proposed quadratic scheme uses P2 Lagrange test
functions in triangle K to reconstruct a quadratic representation of the solution on K. This interpolation requires the
solution nodal value at triangle vertices P0, P1 and P2 , and the solution at the triangle mid-edges. We denote by P3,
P4 and P5 the middle of edges P1P2, P2P0 and P0P1, respectively. We denote by (Wi)i=0,2 the nodal value of Wh

and ∇Wi the nodal gradient of Wh. The quadratic scheme is given by:

Rh(Wh)(P ) =

2∑
i=0

ψi(P )Wh(Pi) +

5∑
i=3

ψi(P )Rh(Wh)(Pi),
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with: {
ψi(P ) = βi(P ) (2βi(P )− 1) for i = 0, ..., 2 ,

ψi(P ) = 4β[i](P )β[i+1](P ) for i = 3, ..., 5 ,

where βi is the barycentric of P w.r.t to Pi in triangleK and [i] is imodulo 3. The mid-edge values (Rh(Wh)(Pi))i=3,5

are recovered from the nodal gradients of vertices P0, P1, P2:

Rh(Wh)(P3) = 1
2 (W1 +W2) + 1

4 (∇W1 +∇W2) · P1P2,

Rh(Wh)(P4) = 1
2 (W0 +W2) + 1

4 (∇W2 +∇W0) · P2P0,

Rh(Wh)(P5) = 1
2 (W0 +W1) + 1

4 (∇W0 +∇W1) · P0P1.

With this scheme, we have Rh(Wh)(Pi) = Wi for the nodal values, and Rh is quadratic, such that properties 1 and 2
hold. Then the last term of (16) is still zero but can be used for building an interpolation error term:∫

φ div
∂F
∂W

δW ≈ +

∫
∇φh (F(Wh)−Fh(Wh)). (17)

A PRIORI ESTIMATE. To get the a priori estimate, we combine the two states equations, where the added last term
is null: ∫

φh div(Fh(Wh)−Fh(W )) + BIh = −
∫
φhdivFh(W ) +

∫
φhdiv +BIhF(W ).

In a similar way, by using a Taylor expansion and Green formula, we have:∫
φ div

∂Fh
∂W

(−δW ) = +

∫
Fh(W )∇φh −

∫
F(W )∇φh. (18)

To derive the corrector equation, we approximate the RHS of Relation (18) by replacing W by Wh:∫
φ div

∂Fh
∂W

(−δW ) = +

∫
∇φh (Fh(Wh)−F(W )). (19)

We observe that (17) and (19) are close to each other.
Previous correctors are straightforward to implement when an adjoint solver is already integrated in the flow solver.

However, they have several weaknesses:

• There is no guarantee that the corrected solution Wh + δW will be physical

• The approximation of the discrete fluxes Fh(Wh) can be far the real numerical fluxes Φij.

In addition, it is also very complex to apply the numerical fluxes Φij to the recovered solution Rh(Wh). Indeed, as
the nodal values are the same, it is necessary to take into account the gradient variation (during the extrapolation) in
the different numerical flux choices. Another strategy is used non linear correctors.

III.B. Corrector in a non linear setting

Instead of solving a linear equation to find the corrector, we build an error equation that consists in adding a source
term to reduce a defect. This residual is close to the second member found in Equations (17) and (19). In the a priori
setting, the defect is the residual of numerical flux applied to the continuous solution. Indeed, optimally, we want

div(Fh(W )) = 0, (a priori) (20)

when W is the exact solution and Fh represents the numerical scheme. Consequently, the corrected solution Wc of
the current discrete solution Wh is found by solving the non linear equation:

div(Fh(Wc)) = −Sh(W ),

where Sh(W ) is the source term computed from the divergence of Fh(W ). In our approach W is replaced by the
smooth recovery Rh(Wh) and we use locally a finer mesh to take into account the nodal values at mid-edges. Sh(W )
is then approximated as:

Sh(W ) ≈ div(Fh/2(Rh(Wh))).
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A transfer procedure is used to accumulateFh/2(Rh(Wh)) on the coarser mesh h. In contrast with the linear approach,
the only modification in the flow solver is to take into account a residual source term. The corrected solution is found
(instead of the implicit error) and the corrected solution is guarantee to be physical.

In the a posteriori setting, the defect is the gap between the continuous PDE with respect to the numerical solution.
Indeed, ideally, Wh should verify

div(F(Wh)) = 0, (a posteriori) (21)

meaning that the numerical solution solves exactly the continuous set of Euler equations. In this case, the (exact)
source term is the divergence of F(Wh). The continuous fluxes F are approximated on locally refined grids, so that
the source term becomes the divergence of Fh/2(Wh). The solution on the finer mesh is interpolation from the coarser
mesh and the source term computed on h/2 is accumulated back from the finer to the coarser mesh.

From a practical point of view, the finer grids are never generated as we can solve local problem to compute the
source terms. The flow solver is then used to inverse the error equation directly. The procedure to derive the corrected
solution is then:

Algorithm 4 Corrected solution computation

1. Solve the flow problem to get the numerical solution Wh

2. Compute the source term on finer mesh −Sh(W ) or S(Wh)

3. From Wh, converge again the solution with the residual source term added

To perform mesh adaptation, then the second member of the adjoint equation is Wc −Wh. A standard metric-based
goal-oriented metric is used. The norm of the implicit error is then controlled.

IV. Numerical experiments

In this section, we focus on the validation of the correctors. We only consider the a posteriori corrector based
on the residual F(Wh). The continuous flux F is approximated on a locally finer mesh while the solution is con-
sidered linearly or quadratically interpolated, with operator Rh given in Section IV. Consequently, the source terms
for the corrector are then (I) Fh

2
(Wh) and (II) Fh

2
(RhWh). These correctors are validated on subsonic and transonic

flows. For each case, a sequence of uniform mesh of sizes h, h/2, h/4, . . . is generated leading to meshes having,
N, 8N, 64N, . . . nodes. The implicit error on the corrected and uncorrected solutions are compared. We also give
the predicted corrected and uncorrected lift and drag. In these examples, the source terms (I) and (II) are computed
on the following finer mesh in the sequence, so that we can compare the current corrector Wc obtained on mesh h (N)
with the optimal corrector ΠhWh

2
. In other words, for a mesh of size h (N), the corrected solution should be as close

as possible as the solution produced on mesh h/2 (8N ). For the flow solver, we use a second-order finite-volume
scheme using HLLC approximate Riemmann solver with minmod limiter.1, 3 The final residual is set to 10−9 for both
the initial solution and the corrected solution. The solution is converged to the steady state by mean of an implicit
hybrid LU-SGS scheme.6, 31, 32, 37

Note that we do not consider the a priori corrector as it is more delicate to use practically, especially with flows
with shocks. Indeed, if a limiter is activated while computingRh(Wh), the recovered solution may equal the initial one
leading to a null correction as Fh(W ) ≈ Fh(RhWh) = Fh(Wh) = 0 when Wh is a converged numerical solution.

We finally perform an adaptive simulation where we compare standard anisotropic mesh adaptation with norm
oriented adaptation.

SUBSONIC BUMP EXAMPLE. We consider the extruded bump geometrya, see Figure 1 with an inflow at Mach 0.3.
computed from the initial solution and the corrected flow fields on a sequence of uniform meshes composed of 17 723,
134 381, 1 044 943 and 7 682 230 vertices respectively. As the whole flow field is corrected, all functionals of interest
can be corrected simultaneously. We restrict ourselves to lift and drag. For the lift, we observe that the corrected
lift converges at a higher rates that the uncorrected prediction, see Figure 2 (top right). For each size of mesh, the
corrected lift is 2 to 4 times smaller than the initial solution. Similar conclusions hold for the whole flow field. The
implicit error ‖ΠhW −Wh‖ and ‖ΠhW −Wc‖ on the density field is depicted in Figure 2 (bottom left). The corrected
error converges at a higher rate showing that the point-wise error on the flow flow field is always improved with these

afrom http://turbmodels.larc.nasa.gov/bump.html
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correctors. Using a smooth quadratic projection of Wh on the finer mesh (corrector (II)) also improves the quality of
the corrected solution in comparison with to the linear-based solution (corrector (I)). This recovery locally improves
the gradients of the solution that are used when evaluating the numerical fluxes Fh

2
(RhWh).

Figure 1. 3D bump geometry (left) and density flow field (right).

NACA 3D EXAMPLES. We consider the Naca0012 profile in 3D, see Figure 3 (left). From the previous test case,
the geometry is no more extruded and 3D effects are present in the flow field. The sequence of meshes is composed of
1007, 4 940, 3 445, 271 311 and 2 145 390 vertices respectively. A non uniform mesh mesh distribution is considered,
the density of the mesh is increased on trailing and leading edges, see Figure 3 (right).

The subsonic flow is at Mach 0.4 with an angle of attack of 4 degrees. The comparisons of initial and corrected
solutions based on (I) and (II) are reported in Figure 4. As for the bump, the corrected flow fields produce a better
prediction of lift and drag. The implicit error on the density is also improved. We also observe that the corrected
values for a mesh of size h are close to the predicted values of mesh h/2 for a substantial saving in computational cost,
N instead of 8N in 3D. The computational cost to converge the error system is of the order of the initial system. For
instance, the initial solution is converged in 250 iterations for the third mesh, and 190 iterations are needed to converge
the corrected solution. The CPU times are 28mn and 34mn respectively. The overhead is due to the computation of
the source term. The CPU to converge the solution on the 4th mesh is 3h50 with 308 iterations. Similar CPU times
and iteration distributions are observed for the whole sequence of meshes.

We then consider a transonic flow at Mach 0.8 with an angle of attack of 3 degrees, the density iso-values are
reported in Figure 5. In this case, the quadratic recovery Rh is limited in order to avoid the creation of local maxima.
As for as the two previous cases, corrector (II) produces better prediction (except for the lift) than the linear based
corrector even in the presence of shocks in the flow field.

ADAPTIVE EXAMPLE. We consider the geometry provided for the 1st high-lift prediction workshop (config. 1).
We consider an inflow at Mach 0.2 with an angle of attack of 13 degrees. Three adaptation strategies are compared :
the first one controls the interpolation error on the density, velocity and pressure in L1 norm, the second controls the
interpolation error on the Mach number while the third one is based on the norm-oriented approach and controls the
norm of the approximation error ‖W −Wh‖L2(Ωh). For each case, five adaptations at fixed complexity are performed
for a total of 15 adaptations with the following complexities: [160 000, 320 000, 640 000]. This choice leads to final
meshes having around 1 million vertices. The residual for the flow solver convergence is set to 10−9 for each case.
The generation of the anisotropic meshes is done with the local remeshing strategy of.30

The surface meshes and the velocity iso-lines are depicted in Figure 6. Depending on the adaptation strategy,
completely different flow fields are observed. The adaptation on the Mach number reveals strong shear layers at the
wing tip that are not present in the norm oriented approach. On the contrary, recirculating flows are observed on the
norm oriented approach while not being observed on the Mach number adaptation. This discrepancy is even more
amplified in Figure 7 where the flow is observed in a cut plane along the three elements airfoil. For each case, the
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# vertices Error on lift Error on corrected lift
17723 66% 39%
134381 22 % 8.6%

1044943 6% 1.9%
7682230 1.5% 0.4%

Figure 2. 3D bump error on drag (top left), error on lift (top right), implicit error in L2 norm on the density without and with corrections (bottom right).
Plain black line is the uncorrected solution while plain red lines is the corrected solution (I) based on Fh

2
(Wh) and plain blue line is the corrected solution

(II) with Fh
2

(RhWh).

Figure 3. 3D naca geometry (left) and surface mesh (right).
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Figure 4. 3D Naca subsonic case: Error on drag (top left), error on lift (top right), implicit error in L2 norm on the density without and with corrections
(bottom right), and density iso-values on the wing (bottom right). Plain black line is the uncorrected solution while plain red lines is the corrected solution (I)
based on Fh

2
(Wh) and plain blue line is the corrected solution (II) with Fh

2
(RhWh).
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Figure 5. 3D Naca transsonic case: Error on drag (top left), error on lift (top right), implicit error in L2 norm on the density without and with corrections
(bottom right), and density iso-values on the wing (bottom right). Plain black line is the uncorrected solution while plain red lines is the corrected solution (I)
based on Fh

2
(Wh) and plain blue line is the corrected solution (II) with Fh

2
(RhWh).
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Figure 6. Surface mesh and velocity iso-values when controlling the sum of the L1 norm of the interpolation error on the density, velocity and pressure (top),
the Mach number (middle) and the norm ‖W −Wh‖L2 with the norm oriented approach (bottom).
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Figure 7. Cut in the volume along y-direction and velocity iso-values when controlling the sum of theL1 norm of the interpolation error on the density, velocity
and pressure (top), the Mach number (middle) and the norm ‖W −Wh‖L2 with the norm oriented approach (bottom).
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wakes have different features. Note that the accuracy near the body is not equivalent. For the L1 norm adaptation error
and norm oriented approaches, the far-field and inflow are much more refined than in the Mach number adaptation.
This leads to unresolved phenomena for the final considered complexity. This example illustrates the need to control
the whole flow field. Indeed, if the adaptation on the Mach number can provide a second-order convergent field, there
is no guarantee on the other fields (density, pressure, velocity, . . . ). In addition, the adaptation with the norm-oriented
approach tends to increase the refinement also at the inflow boundary condition and also at the far-field although the
interpolation error (on all variables) are negligible in these areas. Consequently, it seems of main interest to control all
the sources of error, especially, when the final intent is to certify a flow simulation.

Conclusion

A first step in combining into a single formalism mesh adaptation and solution correction strategies is given. It
is based on a priori or a posteriori analysis of the different component of the error arising when discretizing a PDE:
interpolation error, approximation error and implicit error. The interpolation is completely controlled by the derivatives
of the order of the scheme. For implicit error for the Euler equations, an interpolation of the Euler fluxes is weighted
by the gradient of the adjoint state with respect to the observation functional. The optimal metric is deduced from the
interpolation kernel with a sum of weighted Hessian. Finally, for the norm-oriented functional, a adjoint strategy is
combined with a corrector of the whole solution field is used.

We derive a simple corrector based on a computing a source term. This source term relies on the minimization of a
defect of the current numerical solution. With this source term added, the flow solver is then just used as it without any
more modifications required to compute the corrector: the same approximate Riemmann solver, boundary conditions
and limiters are used. Contrary to standard goal-oriented approaches,20, 22, 27, 36, 40 a corrector Wc of the whole flow
field is computed. Consequently, this approach allows us to correct any set of functional of interests simultaneously.
The corrected functional is simply evaluated with respect to Wc. For mesh adaptation, the corrector is used as the
second member of the adjoint state, then the standard goal-oriented approach27 is used.

Note that if a goal-oriented kernel is derived for the Navier-Stokes equations, this approach applies directly, both
for the corrector and the norm-oriented adaptation.
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